IBO Photo Contest #IGERSVOLUNTEERING
TERO Photo Contest 2019
TERO Photo Contest – Special Category in the frame of IBO Photo Contest - is open to young people
between the ages of 17 and 35 living in European and Maghreb countries, interested and active in the
climate change issue.
This non-professional photo contest is managed by FOCSIV under the project « Territoires Engagés
pour la Résilience des Oasis », funded by the EU Aid Volunteer Initiative to strengthen
communities’resilience to climate change in Marocco, Mauritania and Tunisia, through the
involvement of young local volunteers.
The project is a collaboration of FOCSIV with AOFEP (Ferkla Oasis Association for the Environment
and Heritage) in Morocco, ASOC (Chenini oasis protection association) in Tunisia, Association
TENMIYA in Mauritania, and the European partners CARI (International action and accomplishment
center) and France Volontaires in France. The latter is also the European coordinator of the project.
TERO Photo Contest’s coordinators: FOCSIV in collaboration with IBO Italia ONG/Onlus.
Promoters: AOFEP, ASOC, TENMIYA, CARI and France Volontaires
Partner: ONG 2.0

REGULATION
Authorization: in accordance with the Italian law (D.P.R. n. 430 26/10/2001, art. 6), the present contest
is not subject to the ministerial approval.

REQUIREMENTS
TERO Photo Contest is open to young people between the ages of 17 and 35 living in one of the EU
countries or Maghreb countries, without distinction of religion, sex, race, nationality, language, social
status and political opinion.
Young people shall post pictures on their social network (Facebook or Instagram) within the 29th of
September 2019, using the below mentioned tags and hashtags.
The contest is due to open on 10th June 2019.

THEME OF THE SPECIAL CATEGORY TERO #Act4Oasis
The regulation considers the following theme:
#ClimateAction: the protection and the preservation of our territories is essential to guarantee the
communities’development and well-being. The challenges we face because of the climate change
need us to rethink our lifestyle, experiencing alternative economic systems and defending our
classical elements – water, air and earth from pollution and exploitation. Youth are asked to get
involved in their territories, cities and oases to strengthen their own communities’resilience.
Share pictures describing your climate engagement in defense of the Mother Earth.
Photomontages are not allowed.
Overprinted pictures or with any other kind of addition are not allowed. Apart from this, any filter
available on Instagram or Facebook is allowed.

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
 on INSTAGRAM
Follow @focsiv
N.B. Those with a private profile who wants to participate shall switch their profile privacy setting on
public mode at least until the deadline of TERO Photo Contest. Another solution is to report and
accept our follow request, otherwise we won’t be able to see the tagged photos.

Post the picture on Instagram adding the following hashtags and elements within the caption:
1) Topic: #ClimateAction
2) Category: #Act4oasis; #EuAidVolunteers
3) Where: location (#country)
4) official hashtag of the contest: #iboitalia_contest19
5) tag @focsiv
6) (if any) Association: : #nameoftheassociation
 on FACEBOOK
become FAN of @focsiv on Facebook
Post the picture on Facebook adding the following hashtags and elements within the caption:
1) Topic: #ClimateAction
2) Category: #Act4oasis; #EuAidVolunteers
3) Where: location (#country)
4) tag @focsiv’s page
5) (if any) Association: @nameoftheassociation

The above mentioned elements and hashtags could
be anticipated or
followed by a broader description which includes other textual or iconographic elements.
It is possible to add a location to the picture.
It is allowed to take part in the contest with pictures taken before the launch of the contest (June,
10th), modifying the caption and adding the requested tags and hashtags.
There is not a maximum number of photos to upload, yet each participant has to use a unique profile
in the contest. It is forbidden taking part in the contest with pictures taken by others, under penalty of
exclusion.

PERSONAL LIABILITY
Each participant is hold liable for the submitted photos and relieve FOCSIV from any legal issue
concerning their publication.

USER LICENSE
Regarding the submitted photos each participant provide FOCSIV with a complete, non-exclusive,
irrevocable user license for an unlimited period. The only restriction is that the photos will be used to
promote volunteering work and activities done by the partners linked to resilience building and climate
change in the frame of TERO project.

CLOSING DEADLINE FOR PARTICIPATION
It is allowed to post the pictures within the 29th of September 2019 h. 23:59 (Italian time zone).

EVALUATION
Upon the closing deadline for participation, a technical panel made up of TERO projects’
representatives, experts at photographs (professional photographers, instagramers ecc.) and
specialists in the climate change will pick the winner.
The winning photo will be announced on Friday, 8th November 2019

AWARDING CEREMONY
The winner will be honored during the event “International Volunteering award”sponsored by FOCSIV,
which will be held on 30th November 2019.
On that occasion the outcomes of the project will be presented to the audience and a public debate
will explore the role of volunteering in environmental protection and climate change.
The awards will consist in the publication of the winner's photo as the cover of the Manual of best
practices in youth mobilization on climate change, some gadgets and a GoPro Go HERO7 White.

PUBLICATIONS
The submitted photos might be published on FOCSIV and TERO websites, as well as on the social
networks of the promoters and the partners of the present initiative (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
ONG 2.0 website and channels).
The above mentioned photos shall be used during events and awareness-raising initiatives on
international volunteering and international cooperation projects (i.e. flyers, Facebook or Instagram
Ads, exhibitions, magazines, etc.)

PERSONAL DATA TREATMENT
In order to meet all the commitments required for the arrangements of the contest, the data provided
by each participant will be protected and treated according to FOCSIV Privacy Policy and IBO Italia
Privacy Policy [GDPR (UE) 2016/679].

ACCEPTATION OF THE REGULATION
The participation in the contest entails the acceptation of the present regulation.

FOR INFORMATION
FOCSIV: Ms. Valentina Citati | comunicazione@focsiv.it | +39 06 6877867

